
To Plant a Garden Is To Believe In Tomorrow
Another school year of religious education for the Deaf has come to an end.  �is update from the Deaf Ministry is 
just a sprinkling how our students who attend the Wisconsin School for the Deaf had blossomed in their faith 
development. 

I �rst want to recognize and share my 
appreciation for our gardening tools, teaching 
assistant, Roxy North, and my team teacher, 
Fr. Christopher Klusman; both of whom are 
Deaf.  Led by the Holy Spirit they were 
wonderful cultivators. 
Establishing a strong, deep root system is 
important when planting.  �e elementary 
class focused on learning about God’s heroes 
mostly focusing on the Old Testament.  Some of the people we learned about were 
Noah, Abraham and Moses, all deeply rooted in their faith in God.  We found out that 
following God’s plan for you always yields good fruit. 

�e middle school and high school are studying the life of Jesus.  Half of our class is unfamiliar with Jesus’ teachings, 
miracles and most events surrounding His life on earth.  �is study of Jesus’ life is on a 3 year cycle, and the students 
who are receiving this information for the �rst time are thirsty to learn more.  �ey have been exposed to much Son 
light and are soaking it in.

In addition to this part of the curriculum, all the students learned about some fascinating lives of saints; more of 
God’s heroes.  �ese are role models for the kids to look up to and encouraged to emulate their decision to trust God 
during di�cult times and good times.  �e kids were introduced to St. Juan Diego, St. Francis of Assisi, and St. 
Veronica.  Checking for comprehension for the lesson through role playing and visual 
activities is always educational fun.  Some of my favorite memories include reenacting 
the great �ood and getting the animals on the ark.  St. Francis befriending Brother 
Wolf and convincing him to change his mean ways and the villagers forgiving Brother 
Wolf.  Finally making the image of Christ’s  face on cloth by crayon rubbings and 
seeing what St. Veronica saw on her veil when she was brave and comforted Christ by 

wiping his sweaty, bloody face on the road to Calvary.
 



�roughout the year we celebrated Deaf Mass with Fr. Christopher during Advent.  We had the opportunity to 
celebrate the sacrament of Reconciliation before Christmas and then again during Lent.  We prayed the Station of 

the Cross in church during Lent.  Finally we celebrated our end of the 
year with another Deaf Mass with Father.  All the students had the 
opportunity to participate in some role during the Mass through 
serving, proclaiming the readings, o�ering the petitions and gift 
bearers.Giving the kids exposure and participation in the Mass and 
celebrating the sacraments in their native language of American Sign 
Language (ASL) is vital.  If not, here, then where?  Access to 
interpreters at some of the students’ homes, especially for religious 
education and services is limited.  �ey either don’t attend or if they 
do attend, they do not understand what is happening when there is 
no interpreter for them.  Here there is no need for an interpreter.  
�e kids have all their lessons, sacraments, prayers, Masses in 
American Sign Language without receiving information through an 
interpreter.  �e kids have full access with their peers to share and 

discuss because all of them are native ASL users.  Is 
there another place in all of Wisconsin where classes 
like this and a Deaf priest is available to Deaf 
children?  I do not know of any.  We are truly 
uniquely blessed!

Speaking of interpreters … in addition to Fr. 
Christopher’s Deaf Masses, our 9:30 Sunday Masses 
are accessible through an amazing team of 
interpreters.  �ere is a very short supply of religious 
interpreters trained to interpret the Catholic Mass. 
We are very blessed to have the team of interpreters 
we do have at our church during this drought.
I accepted this position over a decade ago.  What 
originally was to be solely a position for religious 
education for Deaf students evolved quite rapidly to 
encompassing the entire Deaf Ministry of the parish.  You might have noticed that for this entire year we have had 
Deaf adults and students feeling God calling them to proclaim His Good News in ASL through the readings at our 
Sunday, 9:30 Masses.   
 
It is my prayer that St. Andrew parish recognize how rare Deaf ministry is in a parish.  Enjoying the diversity and 
enrichment of the Deaf Community worshipping with us at St. Andrew, in addition to teaching the Deaf students our 
faith is a treasure where everyone thrives!  �e Deaf Community truly belongs here at St. Andrew.
 
We have sown seeds this year and it has fallen on fertile ground.  We praise our Master Gardener for the opportunity 
to share our faith.  Please accept this Deaf Ministry year-in review update as my thank you note for the nurturing 
support of the Deaf ministry by the people of God from St. Andrew.
 
Keep calm and plant something!
Patty Kostechka
Coordinator of Deaf Religious Education
St. Andrew Parish, Delavan


